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Abstract—The popularity of online contents in social
media frequently experiences ebb and flow, and thus its evolution
often involves different stages, such as burst and valley. Exploring
the patterns of popularity evolution, especially how burst forms
and decays, and even further, predicting the trends of popularity
evolution is both an important research topic and beneficial to
support decision making for many applications, such as emergency management, business intelligence, and public security.
Previous work on popularity prediction has focused on predicting
the popularity volume of online contents, and at most, popularity
burst and ignored the exploration of popularity evolution and the
prediction of its stages. To fill this gap, in this paper, we propose our method for the popularity stage prediction problem
both at the microscopic level and macroscopic level. At the
microscopic level, we first extract multiple dynamic factors and
infer future evolution stage by considering the contributions of
different dynamic factors. At the macroscopic level, we extract
the overall evolution patterns of popularity stages and adopt
a pattern matching-based method to predict future popularity stages. We evaluate the proposed approach using tweets in
SinaWeibo, the most popular Twitter-like social media platform
in China. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our
proposed approach in predicting popularity evolution stages.
Index Terms—Online contents, popularity evolution, popularity stage prediction (PSP), social media analytics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, social media sites have become important platforms for Web users to share information and
express opinions. Social media platforms provide users various
ways to interact with each other and their interactive behavior often makes some online contents become more popular
than others. The popularity of online contents reflects how
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much user attention certain media contents can draw, which
frequently experiences ebb and flow. Thus, the popularity
of online contents often dynamically evolves over time and
involves several different stages (such as burst and valley) and
evolution patterns [1], [2].
Exploring the patterns of popularity evolution, especially
how burst forms and decays, and even further, predicting the
trends of popularity evolution is both an important research
topic and beneficial to decision making for many applications,
such as emergency management, business intelligence, and
public security. For example, marketing campaigns [3], [4]
in social networks can reach a much larger number of potential customers at a relatively low cost. For example, if the
popularity stage of the promoted product is predicted to be
in stage “valley” or “fall” soon, the campaign organizers can
be signaled to take necessary actions to avoid the drop of
user attention, depending on how serious the situation is. In
emergency management situations, if the popularity stage of
a social unrest is predicted to be in stage “rise” or “burst” soon,
the government can initiate emergency planning in response to
the specific predicted stage. To summarize, similar situations
in social marketing, emergency management, and many other
applications require deeper exploration of popularity evolution and prediction of its stages in support of better decision
making.
Modeling and predicting the popularity of online contents is
one of the main research issues in Web data analytics as well
as many Web-based research areas [5]. Most of the previous
research on popularity modeling and prediction have focused
on predicting the total volume or level of popularity [6]–[10]
and ignored the exploration of popularity evolution process
and its trends, with the exception of studying a prominent
stage, burst. Burst is usually referred to a certain feature rising sharply in frequency [11], [12], indicating sudden changes
in social, economic, public, and/or personal status. Predicting
the outbreak of a burst [13] and burst time [14] can facilitate many applications, such as monitoring of social network
behavior [15] and public reactions [11]. However, burst is not
generally the only stage in the popularity evolution process of
online contents. Other distinct stages, such as valley, rise, and
fall, are indispensable for exploring the trends and patterns of
popularity evolution.
In this paper, we aim at modeling the dynamic evolution
and focus on predicting multiple popularity stages of online
contents in social media. Specifically, to capture the dynamic
changes of the states in popularity evolution, we focus on
the modeling of dynamic aspects of evolution process. To
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predict popularity stages, including burst, valley, rise, and
fall, we develop our approach both at the microscopic level
and macroscopic level. At the microscopic level, as different
dynamic factors have different contributions to the prediction
problem, we propose an algorithm to combine the contributions of different dynamic factors. At the macroscopic level, as
patterns capture the overall dynamic variations of popularity
evolution, we make use of these patterns for popularity stage
prediction (PSP).
This paper has made several contributions. We consider the
evolution of popularity of online contents and first address
the PSP problem. We consider the dynamic aspects of popularity evolution and propose our approach to the problem
by identifying various dynamic factors and incorporating their
contributions into the proposed algorithm. We also extract popularity stage patterns and employ them to further improve the
overall performance of PSP.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Popularity of online contents, such as tweets, threads,
videos, images, is usually defined using some “numeric” measurements. For example, popularity of tweets is defined by the
number of retweets or comments. The specific definition of
popularity of online contents depends on the application context. In this paper, we define the popularity of a SinaWeibo
tweet as the number of retweets, as the retweeting mechanism is the main driving force of information diffusion [16]
in social networks.
The vast majority of previous work on popularity have
focused on the prediction of popularity volume of online
contents [5]. One of the early work on popularity prediction
is the S-H model proposed by Szabo and Huberman [6].
The S-H model assumes that the (log-transformed) popularity at the early stage is linearly correlated with popularity at the future stage. Another early work is done by
Borghol et al. [8]. They conduct a comprehensive analysis of the “content-agnostic factors” about the popularity of
Youtube videos, and have similar findings: the most significant content-agnostic factors are the total number of previous
views and the video age. However, these work only focus on
the numerical factors of popularity at the early and future time,
and ignore other important factors that influence popularity
prediction.
Recent work on popularity modeling methods can be
divided into three categories, namely the discriminative methods, generative methods, and deep learning-based methods.
Discriminative methods [6], [9], [10], [17]–[22] employ various features and train supervised learning classifiers to predict
the popularity volume or level. The success of this type of
methods largely depends on the factors (features) which may
influence the popularity. To predict the popularity level (low or
high) of micro-reviews in Foursquare, Vasconcelos et al. [21]
consider three different types of factors that influence the popularity of micro-reviews, namely user factor, venue factor,
and content factor, and extract as many as 125 features. To
predict the popularity of photograph cascades in Facebook,
Cheng et al. [18] extracts static features such as content

features, original poster/resharer features, structural features
of the cascades and temporal features. In general, discriminative methods are relatively flexible to incorporate various
factors and effective in practice, but most of the them do not
consider the dynamic evolution of popularity [23].
Generative methods usually build models that describe the
generative process of user behavior [24]–[26] or the popularity
time series directly [27]–[30]. For example, Zaman et al. [24]
adopted a Bayesian approach to model the user retweet
behavior, while Wang et al. [25] and Zhou et al. [26]
employed a game-theoretic view to model the diffusion of
user behaviors in social networks, such as adopting products or spreading rumors. Instead of modeling user behaviors, some researchers attempt to model the popularity time
series directly. Zadeh and Sharda [27] modeled the popularity dynamics of the brand posts in Twitter using the Hawkes
process. Their work mainly considers two factors: 1) the publishing time of a tweet and 2) the number of followers of
each retweeter. Although generative methods can describe
the generative process and usually have better interpretability, they often need strong assumptions and have relatively
high computational complexity.
With the recent success of deep neural networks in recognition and prediction tasks, researchers propose to adopt deep
learning-based methods to model the cascade process of online
contents. Representative work includes DeepCas [31] and
DeepHawkes [32] which achieve the state of the art popularity prediction performance. DeepCas first takes a random
walk over the cascade graph extracted from user following
network and then uses GRU with attention mechanism to
predict popularity. DeepHawkes, in contrast, adopts GRU to
encode the cascade paths, and then predict popularity using
weighted summing of the cascade path features. Although deep
learning-based methods can achieve good performance, they
usually need much more training data, and the resulting model
is weak in interpretability. Moreover, both the generative methods and deep learning-based methods lack a more detailed
description of the popularity stage evolutions and fine-grained
model for them.
Popularity evolution often involves different stages,
and the burst stage, for example, is a prominent phenomenon in its evolution process [1]. Actually, the “burst
of activity” phenomenon is often seen in e-mail streams
and news articles [11], social network events [15], user
interactions [33], and hashtags in Twitter [13], [34].
Traditional burst related research usually focuses on burst
detection [11], [12] rather than burst prediction. Kleinberg [11]
adopted a state-based model and regards the popularity evolution as transitions between different states, which have
different emission rates of events. Wang et al. [14] recently
proposed a feature-based model to predict burst time of cascades. To deal with the fact that the length of post lifecycles
can be very different, Wang et al. [14], [35] segmented
the whole lifecycle into fixed number of time windows and
make predictions based on these time windows. However,
the above work only considers popularity burst and ignores
other important popularity evolution stages, such as valley,
rise, and fall.
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Another line of related work explores the patterns of social
media evolution [1], [2], [36], [37]. Crane and Sornette [1]
found that many popularity dynamics follow a power-law distribution, and categorize them into four classes based on the
type of disturbance (endogenous/exogenous) and the ability of
individuals to influence others to action (critical/subcritical).
Yang and Leskovec [2] proposed the K-SC clustering algorithm and find six representative and distinctive patterns of
temporal variations of Twitter hashtags. As the patterns of
social media evolution imply how popularity might evolve,
they can provide important relevant information for evolution
stage prediction. Wu et al. [37] further proposed to model
the popularity dynamics of online videos through explainable
factors.
As we have discussed above, none of the existing work
on popularity modeling and prediction aims at modeling and
predicting the evolution stages of popularity, which is an
important research topic and has many applications in different domains. In this paper, we focus on predicting different
stages of popularity evolution. We employ various factors to
model the dynamic aspects of the popularity evolution process, and propose the factor prior weighting (FPW) algorithm
which considers the contributions of each dynamic factor to
the PSP problem. We also extract the patterns of popularity
evolution to facilitate the prediction of popularity stages. We
finally conduct an experimental study for evaluation, and provide a case study to show the significance and implications of
our approach.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Previous work, such as [11] and [14], have studied the burst
phenomenon in many different domains. However, we argue
that burst alone cannot fully describe the popularity evolution
and there are other interesting evolution stages. In contrast to
the burst stage, the valley stage is equally important. Besides
these two stages, other two stages between burst and valley,
that is, the rise and fall stages reflect the trends and tendency of
popularity evolution. To provide a complete picture of how the
popularity of online contents evolves over time, we use these
four stages to fully describe the evolution of the popularity
time series, namely burst, valley, rise, and fall.
The lifecycle of an online content refers to the time duration
which begins when the online content gets published and ends
when the online content receives no more comments, retweets
and etc., depending on the specific measurement of popularity
(see Fig. 1 for a graphic illustration). Similar to [14], we segment the whole lifecycle of each online content into K time
windows which are of equal length in time. The difference
between our approach and [14] is that, we do not assume there
is only one burst stage in the popularity time series. Note that
the lengths of time windows vary across different popularity
time series, as their lifecycles can be very different. After the
segmentation, we label each time window with one of the four
stages.
To label the above popularity stages, we apply a simple yet
empirically effective method to label each segment with one
of the above four stages. For the kth time window, denote the

Fig. 1.
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Illustration of the problem formulation.

number of newly published retweets at different time units
(referred to a short time period) as sk1 , sk2 , . . . , skn , where n
is the number of time units in each time window. The kth time
window is labeled as burst if
max{ski |i = 1, . . . , n}
> τB .
(1)
1 K n
k=1
i=1 ski
nK
Similarly, it is labeled as valley if
min{ski |i = 1, . . . , n}
< τV
1 K n
k=1
i=1 ski
nK

(2)

where τB and τV are thresholds. For each one of rest time
windows, we fit a simple linear regression model using the
least squares method. For the kth time window, the data points
for model fitting are: {(i, ski ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. So the slope of this
regression model, denoted as wk , can be calculated as
n
ski (xi − x̄)
(3)
wk =  i=1 
2
n
n
1
2
i=1 xi − n
i=1 xi
where xi = i and x̄ is the average of xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and wk
can be further simplified as follows:

6 ni=1 ski (2i − n − 1)


wk =
.
(4)
n n2 − 1
Then we label the kth time window as rise if wk > 0, and
label it as fall if wk < 0. If wk = 0, we simply label it using
the same popularity stage as the previous time window.
Given N time windows of an online content after its publishing time, the PSP problem is to predict the stage of the
(N + d)th time window of this online content. We call the first
N time windows input intervals and the following d time windows response intervals. Fig. 1 illustrates the above problem
formulation.
IV. P OPULARITY S TAGE P REDICTION
We propose our approach to PSP in this section.
Specifically, the PSP problem is treated as a multiclass classification task, i.e., the prediction result will be one of the four
popularity stages, namely burst, valley, rise, and fall. For this
classification task, we first consider the dynamic factors that
influence how the popularity evolves and then propose the
FPW algorithm to calculate how each dynamic factor [i.e.,
factor priors (FPs)] affects the PSP results. This information
measures the importance of different dynamic factors and is
used as weights of factors in the stage prediction algorithm.
To capture the overall patterns of popularity stage evolution
and their influence on the prediction problem, we apply the Kmeans clustering algorithm to extract popularity stage patterns
and propose the PSP algorithm by combining the prediction
results of the FPs and the clustering results.
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Example of a retweet tree.

A. Factor Prior Weighting Algorithm
1) Dynamic Factors: We define “dynamic factors” as factors that continually change when more and more users retweet
the original tweet. Based on this definition, dynamic factors
characterize the dynamic evolution of retweeting cascades of
tweets, as well as its popularity stage evolution. During the
popularity evolution, retweets and users who issue the retweeting behavior are two key ingredients that drive the cascading
process, so we extract dynamic factors from these two aspects.
The extracted dynamic factors capture the numeric and
structural information of retweets and users, including number
of retweets and users, as well as the retweet tree, user reply
network, and social network. Here, we show how to calculate
these dynamic factors.
1) Number of Retweets and Users: Note that in each
time interval, only the number of newly added retweets
and participating users are recorded. In addition, the
resulting time series are transformed as in [38].
2) Retweet Tree Structure: Specifically, the retweet tree is
constructed as follows: a) the original tweet is the Root
node; b) if tweet A directly retweets the original tweet,
add a new node A and a new link from A to the Root
node; and c) if tweet A retweets other tweet B which
retweets the original tweet, add a new node A and a new
link from A to B. See Fig. 2 for an example of a retweet
tree. We extract structural properties of the retweet tree
as dynamic factors, which include max depth and average path length. Larger depth of a retweet tree means
more heated discussions and can boost the popularity of
the target tweet. The average path of length is also called
Wiener index [18], and used to describe the balanceness
of a retweet tree.
3) User Reply Network Structure: Different from the
retweet tree, nodes in user reply network are users who
issue the retweets. Specifically, the reply network is constructed as follows: a) the author of the original tweet
is the first node in reply network, denoted as Root; b) if
user A retweets the original tweet, add a new node A and
a new link from A to Root; and c) if user A retweets

a tweet published by user B, add a new node A and
a new link from A to B. Dynamic factors of a reply
network include link density and mean degree. Larger
link density and mean degree means higher interacting
frequency between users, and thus they are more likely
to boost popularity burst.
4) Social Network Structure: When constructing a social
network, we add a link from A to B if user A follows user B. Intuitively, when a user has a large friend
network, i.e., has many followers or followees, her
tweets will have a better chance to be retweeted. For
the social network structure, we calculate the average
number of followers and followees of users in each time
window as the dynamic factors.
For each type of dynamic factor, we record their values in
each time window, thus forming a time series.
2) Single Dynamic Factor-Based Prediction: Each dynamic
factor corresponds to a time series, denoted as v1 , v2 , . . . , vt ,
where t is the number of time windows and vi is the value
of the dynamic factor at time i. Since there are multiple
dynamic factors, so each tweet corresponds to multiple time
series. For a single dynamic factor, features can be extracted
from the corresponding time series, such as first-order derivatives and second-order derivatives. Given the above extracted
features, we can build classification models, such as k-NN
and SVM, to predict future popularity stage, since we have
known the PSP problem can be transformed into a multiclass
classification task.
3) Factor Prior Weighting Algorithm: The main
idea behind the FPW algorithm (Algorithm 1) is that:
different dynamic factors capture different aspects of the
popularity evolution, and thus having different effects on the
PSP task. In the FPW algorithm, the effects of each dynamic
factor on the classification task is represented as a vector FP:
p1 , p2 , . . . , pR , where R is the number of dynamic factors
and pr measures how dynamic factor r affects the popularity
prediction performance, which is then used as a weight to
represent the importance of dynamic factor r.
Next we describe the details of the FPW algorithm. Given
a training dataset T and the set of dynamic factors, the FPW
algorithm calculates the FPs. For each dynamic factor r, we
first construct a dataset consisting of the time series of all
the training samples in T with respect to dynamic factor r,
denoted as Tr . The labels of the samples in Tr are the same
as those of the samples in T. Using the time series in Tr
as features, we build a multiclass classifier, such as SVM,
denoted as clfr . Next we use clfr to classify the samples in
Tr and store the prediction results in predr . The FP pr is
calculated as the F1-score using predr and the true labels of
the training samples in Tr .
B. Popularity Stage Clustering
Previous studies on temporal patterns of memes [2], [36]
and user interactions [33] have shown that, temporal popularity variations follow a limited number of patterns. Based on
this finding, we attempt to extract the stage evolution patterns and predict future popularity stage by measuring the
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Algorithm 1 FPW Algorithm
Input:
T : Training dataset
D : Set of dynamic factors
Output:
FP : p1 , p2 , . . . , pR
Algorithm:
1. FOR each dynamic factor r ∈ D
1.1 Construct a dataset with respect to dynamic factor r of all
the training samples in T, denoted as Tr
1.2 Build a multiclass classifier using Tr , such as SVM, denoted
as clfr
1.3 FOR each training sample i ∈ Tr
1.3.1 Use clfr to classify sample i and store the prediction
result in predr
END-FOR
1.4 Calculate the F1-score using predr and the true labels of the
training samples in Tr , denoted as pr
END-FOR
2. Return FP
TABLE I
P OPULARITY S TAGE C LUSTERING R ESULTS

similarity between the target popularity evolution and the
extracted patterns.
We apply the K-means clustering algorithm to cluster stage
sequences of tweets. Note that the distance between two stage
sequences is defined as the number of different stages at
corresponding positions of stage sequences. For illustration
purpose, we randomly select 5000 tweets and apply the clustering algorithm to find cluster centroids, where K is set to
be 10 and the number of clusters, denoted as M, is 4. Table I
shows the four cluster centroids (“B” stands for burst, “V” for
valley, “R” for rise, and “F” for fall).
As shown in Table I, the first cluster centroid corresponds
to the type of tweets, which may receive some retweets at the
beginning and sometime during its lifecycle, but never has the
opportunity to reach the burst threshold. The second cluster
centroid corresponds to the type of tweets which have a large
amount of retweets during all its lifecycle. The popularity evolution of tweets in the third cluster quickly drops to valley
stage and almost keeps in this stage till the end. This corresponds to the type of tweets which has very limited number of
retweets after its publishing time. For the fourth cluster centroid, the burst stage does not last very long and then begins
to fall.
C. Popularity Stage Prediction Algorithm
In this section, we propose the PSP algorithm (see
Algorithm 2) by combining the priors from the microscopic
level (i.e., FP obtained from the FPW Algorithm) and
the macroscopic level (i.e., clustering results from K-means

5

clustering algorithm). The algorithm employs the FP-based
stage prediction method as well as the clustering-based stage
prediction method, where the FP-based and clustering-based
methods refer to the methods which only use the FPs and clustering results, respectively. Their prediction results are then
combined using a balancing factor α.
Next we describe the details of the PSP algorithm. Given
a training dataset T, a target test data o, FPs (i.e., FP), the
M clustering centroids produced by K-means clustering algorithm, and the balancing parameter α, the stage prediction
algorithm gives the stage prediction result for target sample
o. The algorithm first initializes the prediction results of the
FP-based and clustering-based prediction methods (denoted as
scoreFP and scorecluster , respectively) (step 1) with zero vectors of length 4, the element of which represents the estimated
confidence of each popularity stage, i.e., burst, valley, rise,
and fall.
In the algorithm, step 2 describes the FP-based stage
prediction method. It calculates each element of scoreFP for
each dynamic factor. For dynamic factor r, first denote the
time series for r of target sample o as or (step 2.1), and then
construct a dataset Tr using all the training samples for factor
r (step 2.2, similar to step 1.1 in the FPW algorithm). A multiclass classifier is built using Tr , such as SVM, denoted as clfr ,
which is then used to predict the class label (i.e., popularity
stage) of or (step 2.3). The predicted probabilities of each popularity stage are stored in qr , which is also a vector of length 4
(step 2.4). To combine the prediction results of different classifiers which are built using different dynamic factors, step 2.5
adopts the weighted soft voting framework [39]. Specifically,
weighted soft voting framework is defined as
H j (o) =

T


j

qi hi (o)

(5)

i=1

where o is the target test data, T is the number of classifiers
j
(i.e., number of dynamic factors in our case), hi (o) is the predicted probability for class j by classifier i, qi is the weight
of classifier i, and H j (o) is the combined prediction result for
target test data o for class j. In our problem setting, we simply accumulate the prediction results using scoreFP for each
classifier built using different dynamic factors
scoreFP = scoreFP + hr × pr

(6)

where hr is the predicted probability by dynamic factor r, and
pr is the FP which is regarded as weight for dynamic factor r.
Step 4 of the PSP algorithm describes the clustering-based
method, which predicts the popularity stage based on the similarity of the popularity stage sequence of target sample o and
the clustering centroids. Denote seq as the popularity sequence
of o and the length of seq as l. For each clustering centroid cm ,
the algorithm first calculates the shortest distance dmin between
cm and seq by letting it slide along cm , and jmin is denoted
as the offset corresponding to dmin (step 4.1). The algorithm
then accumulates the confidence score using dmin
scorecluster [g] = scorecluster [g] + exp(−dmin )

(7)

where g is the popularity stage of cm [jmin + l + d] and d is the
length of the response interval (step 4.2). In step 5, scoreFP
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Algorithm 2 PSP Algorithm

V. E XPERIMENT

Input:
o : Target test data
T : Training dataset
FP : p1 , p2 , . . . , pR
c1 , c2 , . . . , cM : the M clustering centroids
α : Balancing factor between the FP-based and clustering-based
method
Output:
Stage prediction result for test data o
Algorithm:
1. Vector scoreFP and scorecluster are confidence scores for the FPbased and the clustering-based prediction method, respectively,
and both of them are initialized to be [0, 0, 0, 0]
2. FOR each dynamic factor r ∈ D
2.1 Denote the time series for factor r of the target sample o as or
2.2 Construct a dataset using all training samples for factor r,
denoted as Tr
2.3 Build a multiclass classifier using Tr , such as SVM, denoted
as clfr
2.4 Use clfr to classify or and get the probability estimates for
each class, stored in hr
2.5 Add factor prior pr : scoreFP = scoreFP + hr × pr
END-FOR
3. Denote seq as the popularity stage sequence of target sample o
and the length of seq as l
4. FOR each clustering centroid cm
4.1 Calculate the shortest distance dmin between seq and
cm : jmin = arg min dis(seq, cm [j : j + l]) and
j=1...K−l

dmin = dis(seq, cm [jmin : jmin + l])
4.2 scorecluster [g] = scorecluster [g] + exp(-dmin ), where g is the
stage of cm [jmin + l + d]
END-FOR
5. score = α × scoreFP + (1-α) × scorecluster
6. Return arg max score[i]
1≤i≤4

and scorecluster are normalized to 1 over four popularity stages
before they are combined using a balancing parameter α
score = α × scoreFP + (1 − α) × scorecluster .

(8)

The final prediction result is given by arg max1≤i≤4 score[i]
(step 6).
The FP-based method shares some similarities with the
IPW algorithm which is proposed in our previous work [19].
Both algorithms are classification algorithms, and can be
regarded as one type of ensemble methods based on dynamic
factors which combine different classifiers to improve the
prediction results. However, they are different from each other
in many aspects. The FP-based method is a multiclass classification method while IPW is a two-class classification method.
The IPW algorithm is based on kNN while the FP-based
method is based on multiclassification methods, such as SVM,
logistic regression, and kNN. The most important difference
is that IP matrix in the IPW algorithm stores how each
dynamic factor affect the prediction result of each training
sample, while FP stores how each dynamic factor affect the
prediction result of each class. This difference allows the FPbased method to save much computation time for training
and storage.

A. SinaWeibo Dataset
SinaWeibo (weibo.com) is one of the largest social
networking sites in China, with over 500 million registered
users by the end of 2012 and about 50 million daily active
users. Similar to Twitter, SinaWeibo users can publish original
tweets, retweet others’ tweets, or mention other users by using
“@.” We use a publicly available SinaWeibo dataset [40] with
about 1.8 million users with 300 million following relationships, 232 000 SinaWeibo tweets and 30 million retweets. In
our experiment, we filter out tweets with less than 50 retweets,
resulting in about 86 000 original tweets with 28 million
retweets.
For this classification task, we construct the training and test
dataset as follows: each training data corresponds to a sliding
time window with N successive time windows, denoted as
[t, t + N], where t is the index of time windows, and time
interval [t, t +N] is called input interval (see Fig. 1). For each
test data, we segment the time interval starting from publishing
time to prediction time (i.e., the time to make predictions) into
N time windows, so the input interval of a test data is [0, N].
For evaluation, we adopt the fivefold cross evaluation
method and report the averaged F1-score. For the test dataset,
we begin to predict when the tweet has more than 30 retweets.
We also adopt the under-sampling technique [41] to keep the
datasets balanced between the four classes, i.e., four evolution
stages.
In this paper, the thresholds to label popularity stages are
set by the experts in security informatics [42]. Specifically, τB
and τV are chosen to be 3 and 0.1, respectively. By default, the
lifecycle of the tweet is segmented into 10 time windows with
5 time units in each time window, i.e., K = 10 and n = 5.
B. Baseline Methods
We compare our methods with three baseline methods,
namely voting method [39], static factor-based method,
dynamic factor-based method, and three deep learningbased methods: 1) long short term memory (LSTM) [43];
2) DeepCas [31]; and 3) DeepHawkes [32]. We use SVM as
the base classifier for the first three baseline methods as well
as for our own methods.
1) Voting Method: The FPW algorithm proposed in this
paper can be regarded as a method to combine different classifiers to gain better performances. As a basic ensemble method,
voting method is chosen as a baseline. Specifically, voting
method proceeds as follows: first, for each dynamic factor, we
use the value of the dynamic factor at different time windows
as features; then we build a classifier using these features to
predict future popularity stage; and we take a vote to make
the final prediction among the prediction results by different
dynamic factors.
2) Static Factor-Based Method: The static factor-based
method only considers the values of each dynamic factor as features at the last time window of the input
interval. Compared to the dynamic factor-based method
below, it ignores the dynamic time series information of all
factors.
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TABLE II
P REDICTION R ESULTS FOR E ACH S TAGE

TABLE III
S TAGE /N ONSTAGE P REDICTION R ESULTS

3) Dynamic Factor-Based Method: The dynamic factorbased method uses the time series of all dynamic factors to
form a large time series as features. The difference between
the dynamic factor-based method and our proposed methods
is that it did not consider FP information and the combination
of different factors.
4) Deep Learning-Based Methods: Popularity prediction
can be viewed as a time series prediction problem, so
we use LSTM to model the evolutions of popularity
using the extracted dynamic factors at each time window. We also compare the prediction performance with
two other deep learning-based methods from related work:
DeepCas [31] and DeepHawkes [32]. Since PSP is a classification problem in this paper, we change the output of the
above two methods to predict discrete popularity stages instead
of exact popularity values and adopt cross-entropy as loss
function, while keeping the design of the neural network
architecture as it is.
In addition, to test the performance of our clusteringbased stage prediction method, we also compare the FPbased prediction method without clustering (denoted as
PSP-clustering), the clustering-based method (denoted as
Clustering), and the FP-based prediction method with clustering (denoted as PSP).

graphs of users, however, the input interval may be too short
to generate any informative retweet structures; also, they are
only suitable for predicting exact popularity values and not
for PSP.
Our proposed methods in this paper, i.e., PSP-clustering and
PSP method, also have higher F1-score for the valley stage,
and higher average F1-score than all other methods because
they keep a reasonably good performance balance between all
four stages. All the methods have relatively low F1-score on
stage R and F, because according to our popularity time series
segmentation method, R-stage and F-stage prediction involves
not only predicting the popularity volume but also the trends.
The prediction results also show that, by combining
the clustering-based method, the performance of the PSPclustering method gets improved. One observation of the
prediction results is that this method and the clustering-based
method usually make different types of prediction mistakes
and thus they can compensate each other in many situations.
For R-stage prediction, our approach makes the most mistakes by predicting as V or F stages. One possible reason
is: there are more V and F stages in clustering centroids
(see Table I) and our algorithm tends to make V-stage or Fstage predictions when incorporating clustering. For F-stage
prediction, our algorithm exhibits similar behaviors, and makes
most mistakes by predicting it as V-stage.
2) Burst Prediction Results: Apart from PSP, our proposed
methods can also predict popularity burst, i.e., whether
there will be burst in future time windows, by regarding
all other stages (valley, rise, and fall) as nonburst stage.
We compare our methods with the recently proposed CPB
method [14], [35]. Besides, we also report prediction results
of other stage/nonstage settings in Table III, such as valley and
nonvalley. In this setting, we have set N to be 8 and d to be 1.
Experimental results in Table III show that, our proposed
method can effectively predict burst stage with higher F1score (and also with higher AUC and accuracy which we have
omitted) over the CPB method.

C. Experimental Results and Analysis
1) Popularity Stage Prediction Results: We first compare
the prediction results of each stage using our proposed methods and the baseline methods. In the following experiments,
parameter settings are as follows: N = 4, d = 1, K =
10, M = 4, and α = 0.5. We shall change each one of these
parameters and see how they affect the prediction performance
in Section V-D. Note that the F1-score for multiclass classification is calculated by averaging the F1-scores of each class
and “−” is used to denote a F1-score which is lower than
0.05.
As we can see from Table II, all methods, except the voting method, produce relatively good results for the burst stage.
We can also see that, all deep learning-based methods perform
much worse than the proposed methods, which is also true in
other parameter settings in the following sections. Possible
reasons for this are: 1) the LSTM model incorporates too
much history information which introduces much noise for
prediction and 2) DeepCas and DeepHawkes both need retweet

D. Effects of Parameters on Prediction Results
Now we examine the effects of parameters on prediction
results, including the length of input interval N, the length
of response interval d, the number of time windows K, and
the balancing parameter α. In the following experiments, we
set one of them with different values while keeping other
ones fixed.
1) Effects of the Length of Input Interval (N): For our
proposed method, N controls how much input to use to train
the base classifiers, while in the stage prediction algorithm, N
controls the length of the time window of test data: larger N
means smaller time window length. Other parameter settings,
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TABLE IV
PSP R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT N

Fig. 4.

PSP results with different d.
TABLE VI
PSP R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT K

Fig. 3.

PSP results with different N.
TABLE V
PSP R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT d

including d, K, and α, are the same as in Section V-C,
which is also true for the following experiments. Table IV
and Fig. 3 show the PSP results with different N.
The experimental results show that, the voting method
always performs the worst. The F1-score of the static factorbased and dynamic factor-based methods keep around 0.4 as
N gets larger. Our proposed PSP-clustering and PSP methods achieve better prediction results with different N settings.
There is one interesting observation: as N gets larger, the F1score first increases and then decreases, except for DeepCas.
One possible reason for this is that, larger N implies more
input and the prediction results get better; but too much
historic information tends to mislead the algorithm.
2) Effects of the Length of Response Interval (D): Larger
d means predicting more distant future ahead. Table V and
Fig. 4 show the PSP results with different d.
As we can see from Table V and Fig. 4, similar to previous
parameter settings, our proposed methods perform the best

over other baseline methods. The prediction results of nearly
all the methods are not very stable when d is changing except
for the LSTM method, which reflects the dynamic characteristics of the popularity evolution of tweets. As d get larger,
the prediction performance of the LSTM method steadily
increases, which indicates that LSTM is better at modeling
long term relations than other baseline methods.
3) Effects of the Number of Time Windows (K): With fixed
N, d, M, and α, larger K means smaller length of time windows. With smaller length of time windows, we are actually
predicting nearer future (as d is fixed), but with less dynamic
evolution information as input at the same time (as N is fixed).
For stage evolution clustering, both of small and large number
of evolution stages in the lifecycle of tweets may fail to capture the overall patterns and trends. In summary, the effect of
parameter K on prediction performance is rather complicated.
See Table VI and Fig. 5 for the experimental results.
As can be seen, as K increases, nearly the performances
of all the methods (including PSP-clustering) drop in general,
which means that the effect of less dynamic evolution input is
more evident. However, the PSP method is an exception which
shows that the prediction results of PSP-clustering method
and clustering-based method can be a good compensate for
each other.
4) Effects of the Number of Clusters (M): We also experiment with multiple values of M to see the effects of M on
the clustering-based prediction results. From Table VII and
Fig. 6, we can see that the performance of the clustering-based
approach is becoming much worse when M is larger than 4.
Through observing the clustering results, we find that larger
M results in more patterns of popularity stage evolutions,
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Fig. 5.

PSP results with different K.
TABLE VII
PSP R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT M

Fig. 7.

9

PSP results with different α.

combined approach begins to drop slowly. This indicates that
keeping a good balance is important to ensure a good overall
performance of PSP.
E. Case Study

Fig. 6.

PSP results with different M.
TABLE VIII
PSP R ESULTS W ITH D IFFERENT α

but usually many of them are not significantly different from
each other.
5) Effects of the Balancing Parameter (α): The balancing parameter α combines the prediction results of the
clustering-based method and PSP-clustering by assigning different weights for these two methods. By changing the value
of α, we can observe the prediction performance of the PSP
method with different weight assignments. Table VIII and
Fig. 7 show the corresponding prediction results.
Obviously, setting α to 0 corresponds to only using the
clustering-based method, while setting α to 1 corresponds
to only using PSP-clustering. From Table VIII and Fig. 7,
we can see that, as α increases, the prediction performance
first increases rapidly and then decreases slowly. One possible reason is that the prediction performance of PSPclustering method is better than that of the clustering-based
method in this parameter setting (as well as most other
parameter settings), and so assigning more weight to the
PSP-clustering method can increase the overall performance.
However, when α exceeds 0.5, the performance of the

To provide a better understanding of our proposed approach
and its implications, here we present a case study in the context
of emergency management. Specifically, we select one original
tweet (together with all its retweets)1 published by Shi Wang,
the chairman of Wanke (a top real estate company in China)
and an opinion leader in Weibo. In this tweet, he stated that
“It is reported that half of the top twenty polluted cities are in
China” and “The air pollution has become a big threat for the
mental and physical health of Chinese people,” which attracts
a large number people and over 26 000 retweets during its
whole lifecycle.
To predict popularity stages of this tweet, we first extract
the dynamic factors for each input time interval. The corresponding values for the dynamic factors are given in Table IX
(N = 4, d = 1, K = 10, M = 4, and α = 0.5). We then apply
the PSP algorithm to calculate the confidence score using the
extracted dynamic factors (i.e., scoreFP ), which is [0.95, 0,
0.02, 0.03] in this case. It means that, at the microscopic level,
the algorithm estimates the confidence of each popularity stage
B, V, R, and F as 0.95, 0, 0.02, and 0.03, respectively. Besides,
the PSP algorithm also calculates the similarities of the stage
sequences with clustering centroids at the macroscopic level.
For this tweet, the input stage sequence (i.e., the first four time
intervals) is labeled as [Burst, Burst, Burst, Burst]. According
to the algorithm, we can get the similarities between stage
sequences and clustering centroids (i.e., scorecluster ), which
is [0.48, 0, 0.52, 0] in this case. By combining scoreFP and
scorecluster , we can get the final confidence score, which is
[0.715, 0, 0.27, 0.015], and thus the algorithm predicts that
the popularity of this tweet will be in burst stage. According
to the actual data, this is a correct prediction for the next time
interval.
We further show the popularity stage evolution for the first
three hours of this tweet in Fig. 8, where the length of a time
interval is 15 min. The x-axis is the time interval index, and
the y-axis is the number of retweets within each time unit.
The popularity stage for each time interval is given in the
figure. Besides the first series of burst stages in early time
1 https://www.aminer.cn/influencelocality
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TABLE IX
E XTRACTED DYNAMIC FACTORS

Fig. 8.

Popularity stage evolution of an example tweet.

intervals, from the figure, we can also observe another burst
stage in the tenth time interval. The burst stage occurs after two
consecutive fall stages and one rise stage—a representative
pattern as shown in [2], i.e., a large peak followed by a smaller
peak. In general, PSP helps answer the questions such as the
rise or fall trend of a tweet during each time interval, whether
a tweet is going to burst, how long a burst stage will last, and
when a tweet will receive few attention (i.e., valley).
In summary, different from previous work on popularity prediction, our proposed method can predict the trend
of popularity evolution of user generated online contents.
Moreover, by recursively applying the proposed method, it
can provide continuous PSP results over time. Given recent
popularity stages and the predicted popularity stage at a particular future time, decision makers can be more informed to
quickly respond and take appropriate actions for emergency
management, and to prevent hot discussions from becoming
a public opinion crisis.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the popularity evolution of online
contents and address the problem of PSP. We attempt to solve
this problem by considering the dynamic aspects of popularity evolution at two levels. At the microscopic level, we
identify various numeric and structural factors and propose
the FPW algorithm to combine the prediction results produced by different dynamic factors. At the macroscopic level,
we apply clustering algorithm to extract popularity stage patterns and adopt a pattern matching method to predict future
popularity stages. The experimental results show that our
proposed methods achieve better performance against the baseline methods and thus verify the effectiveness of our proposed
approach to PSP.
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